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Midnight Lies: Wildeﬁre Book 2
Hachette UK The second in Ella Grace's series of steamy romance, suspense and mystery is the next adventure featuring the Wilde sisters in the small, southern town of Midnight,
Alabama. Will thrill fans of Christy Reece, Maya Banks, Nina Bruhns and Pamela Clare. On a hot southern night, a family is shattered. For years, the three beautiful Wilde sisters
stayed away from Midnight, Alabama...until Midnight calls them home. Haunted by tragedy, former homecoming queen Samantha Wilde couldn't imagine any career other than law
enforcement. But beneath her tough facade lies a wary heart. When Quinn Braddock, the man Samantha loves, is accused of murder, she assumes the worst and, broken hearted,
she returns to Midnight. Although stung by Samantha's doubt, the now-exonerated Quinn can't forget his feelings and won't give up on her. Soon after his arrival in Midnight, a
shocking murder terriﬁes the town and suspicion immediately falls on Quinn. But this time Samantha will not turn her back on the man she loves - even if it means walking into a
killer's trap. Want more steamy southern suspense? Look for Savannah's story in Midnight Secrets and Sabrina's story in Midnight Shadows. And don't miss the pulse-pounding
novels in the Last Chance Rescue series, Rescue Me, Return To Me, Run To Me, No Chance, Second Chance, Last Chance, Sweet Justice, Sweet Revenge and Sweet Reward by Ella's
alter-ego Christy Reece.

It Ends at Midnight
The Addictive New Thriller from the Bestselling Author of Blood Orange
Wildﬁre

The Hollow Hills
Hachette UK Born on Christmas Eve, Arthur Pendragon is the illegitimate son of the married duchess Ygraine and Uther Pendragon, brother of a great king: a union Merlin arranged.
But Arthur's birth is not welcomed by everyone: his father demands he be hidden until a legitimate son can be born, and Merlin is forced to give the babe to his own childhood nurse
for safekeeping and go into hiding. In a dream, Merlin learns of a sword of unparalleled beauty and extraordinary craftsmanship, hidden in a long-deserted Roman temple. Merlin
retrieves the sword and hides it in a cave on an island in the centre of a lake, where it remains for years. But what is hidden must be revealed. For it is foretold that the irrepressible
young man named Arthur will ﬁnd a sword and claim his birthright: as heir to Uther Pendragon and king of the Britons.

Heir of Fire
A&C Black The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound to serve the tyrant who slaughtered her dear
friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The answers Celaena needs to destroy the king lie across the sea Wendlyn. And Chaol, Captain of the King's Guard, has put his future in
jeopardy to send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her destiny in Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will Celaena ﬁnd the strength not only to win her own
battles, but to ﬁght a war that could pit her loyalties to her own people against those she has grown to love? This third novel in the THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from global #1
bestselling author Sarah J. Maas, is packed with more heart-stopping action, devastating drama and swoonsome romance, and introduces some ﬁerce new heroines to love and hate.

In Fury Lies Mischief
She was everything that I wanted.He was everything that I despised.Until she wasn't.Until he wasn't.Killian Cornelii was a walking calamity. He reached inside of me and touched
every single inch of my ruined soul, but he didn't just touch it. He caressed, petted, and captivated it. He tailored me to ﬁt into the palm of his hands. The same hands that possess
so much cruelty, were the very same that comforted me.I thought I knew him.He thought he knew me.This isn't a fairy tale, or some achingly beautiful story about two soul mates
who instantly fall irrevocably in love with each other.This is a story about a love so painful, so rich, that it destroys everything and everyone around it.Including ourselves.Midnight
Mayhem is the platform to which Killian performs his tricks on, but the greatest trick wouldn't come from him.It would come from me.Tricksters don't have hearts.They just pretend
that they do.Tick. Tock. Tick. Tock.

The Lies You Told
The unmissable thriller from the bestselling author of Blood Orange
Hachette UK Shocking, dark, addictive - THE LIES YOU TOLD is the latest compulsive thriller from Harriet Tyce, bestselling author of BLOOD ORANGE. 'A jaw dropping last line twist'
Lisa Jewell, #1 bestselling author of The Family Upstairs 'Impossible to put down' Independent Sadie loves her daughter and will do anything to keep her safe. She can't tell her why
they had to leave home so quickly - or why Robin's father won't be coming with them to London. She can't tell her why she hates being back in her dead mother's house, with its ivycovered walls and its poisonous memories. And she can't tell her the truth about the school Robin's set to start at - a school that doesn't welcome newcomers. Sadie just wants to
get their lives back on track. But even lies with the best intentions can have deadly consequences... 'I read The Lies You Told in two days, barely able to turn the pages fast enough.
It's spare and taut, the sense of wrongness building in chilling, skilfully written layers, with a jaw dropping last line twist' Lisa Jewell, #1 bestselling author 'I adored Blood Orange
and therefore could not wait to get my hands on The Lies You Told. It is a triumphant encore, every bit as intriguing, well-written and addictive as its predecessor' Sara Collins,
award-winning author of The Confessions of Frannie Langton 'An absolute page turner with a twist you'll read twice because you can't believe you missed it' John Marrs, author of
What Lies Between Us 'Totally addictive - I was gripped' Sophie Hannah, author of Haven't They Grown 'A twisty page-turner from the author of Blood Orange' Sarah Pinborough,
author of Behind Her Eyes 'A gripping and intelligent thriller' Stylist - round-up of must-read books this summer

Duke of Midnight
Hachette UK WHEN A MASKED MAN . . . Twenty years ago Maximus Batten witnessed the brutal murders of his parents. Now the autocratic Duke of Wakeﬁeld, he spends his days
ruling Parliament. But by night, disguised as the Ghost of St. Giles, he prowls the grim alleys of St. Giles, ever on the hunt for the murderer. One night he ﬁnds a ﬁery woman who
meets him toe-to-toe-and won't back down . . . MEETS HIS MATCH . . . Artemis Greaves toils as a lady's companion, but hiding beneath the plain brown serge of her dress is the heart
of a huntress. When the Ghost of St. Giles rescues her from footpads, she recognizes a kindred spirit-and is intrigued. She's even more intrigued when she realizes who exactly the
notorious Ghost is by day . . . DESIRE IGNITES A DANGEROUS PASSION Artemis makes a bold move: she demands that Maximus use his inﬂuence to free her imprisoned brother-or
she will expose him as the Ghost. But blackmailing a powerful duke isn't without risks. Now that she has the tiger by the tail, can she withstand his ire-or the temptation of his
embrace?

The Model
Harlow Layne The moment I heard Ryder’s voice I was a goner. As a photographer, I was used to working with beautiful people, but Ryder Williams was the most perfect male
specimen that had ever stood before me. I knew without a doubt it would take no time at all for him to be the next big thing... or for him to steal my heart. Model and photographer,
we shouldn’t cross that line, but there was no stopping the passion we felt. Nothing else mattered. Not the age diﬀerence. Not that he was a client. Not even our pasts. After my
assistant caught us together, he was gone. I tried to put him out of my head, until fate threw him back into my life and my bed. Time and time again we’re brought together, should
I keep ﬁghting or ﬁnally accept what my heart wants? The Model is a stand-alone in the Love is Blind series. The series has crossover characters from each novel. It is not required
to read the books in order, but it is recommended to enhance the reading experience.

Nothing Left to Burn
Penguin The autumn morning after sixteen-year-old Audrey Harper loses her virginity, she wakes to a loud, persistent knocking at her front door. Waiting for her are two ﬁremen,
there to let her know that the moment she's been dreading has arrived: the enormous wildﬁre sweeping through Orange County, California, is now dangerously close to her idyllic
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gated community of Coto de Caza, and it's time to evacuate. Over the course of the next twenty-four hours, as Audrey wrestles with the possibility of losing her family home, she
also recalls her early, easy summer days with Brooks, the charming, passionate, but troubled volunteer ﬁreﬁghter who enchants Audrey--and who is just as enthralled by her. But as
secrets from Brooks's dark past come to light, Audrey can't help but wonder if there's danger in the pull she feels--both toward this boy, and toward the ﬁre burning in the distance.

Wildeﬁre
Simon and Schuster After a killing for which she feels responsible, sixteen-year-old Ashline Wilde moves cross-country to a remote California boarding school, where she learns that
she and others have special gifts that can help them save the world, but evil forces are at work to stop them.

The Making of a Highlander
Elisa Braden In Elisa Braden’s enchanting new Midnight in Scotland series, the unlikeliest matches generate the greatest heat. All it takes is a spark of Highland magic. “Make me a
lady, and I’ll make ye a Highlander.” –Mad Annie Tulloch, Scottish lass “Challenge accepted.” –John Huxley, English gentleman No lady can tempt him more than the next shore
Everyone wants handsome adventurer John Huxley to settle down—family, friends, London society. Everyone except John. He’s evaded too many scheming title huntresses to trust in
happily-ever-after. Now, a vow made to a dying friend has him locked in a land dispute with a stubborn Scot who oﬀers one way out: Win the Highland Games. John likes a challenge,
but this one’s impossible. Still, with training from the Scot’s stepdaughter, victory might be within reach. He only has to teach the ﬁery, foul-mouthed, breeches-wearing lass how to
land a lord. It seems “impossible” is just getting started. She’s no lady—she’s Mad Annie Tulloch Everyone calls her Mad Annie. True, her best friend is a ghost. And yes, her
greatest talents involve cooking for giants and taunting ridiculously handsome Englishmen. But she’s not mad—she’s desperate. To save her friend, Annie must marry a lord. The
trouble is no lord will look twice at a hoyden like her. This calls for “Lady Lessons,” and she knows just the uptight Englishman to provide them. When did a simple bargain become a
battle of desire? Amidst cursed castles, caber tossing, and questionable chaperones, John and Annie’s wildﬁre attraction threatens to send their plans up in ﬂames. And when
Annie’s family is targeted by a dangerous enemy, John is tempted to stay, to ﬁght, and to win the greatest prize of all: A ﬁery lass’s tender, loyal heart.

A Date for Midnight
Books by L.P. Dover, LLC New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Heidi McLaughlin and L.P. Dover come together for a sexy new series that delivers romance for every
season! It’s New Year’s Eve and Natalie has a rare night oﬀ from her shifts at the hospital. Determined to have fun with friends, she stops at a local store for provisions. There,
amongst the craft beer and pork rinds, she comes face to face with her high school boyfriend, Brennan McLean. He’s a rockstar. She’s a nurse. To say life led them in diﬀerent
directions would be putting it mildly. Still, time hasn’t lessened the electric chemistry between them. By the end of the night more was dropping than just the ball. Convincing
herself she could have fun without getting attached, Natalie treats herself to a weekend tangled in the sheets with him. But that lie she told herself pops faster than champagne
bubbles. With media rumors swirling around Brennan, can the pair ﬁnd a way to make their unlikely relationship work? Or will Natalie’s resolution not to get her heart broken meet a
painful end?

Midnight Blue
HarperCollins UK Amsterdam 1654: a dangerous secret threatens to destroy a young widow’s new life.

The Sense of Death
An Ann Kinnear Suspense Novel
William Kingsﬁeld Publishers “A frighteningly meticulous villain and a formidable protagonist will have readers breezing through the pages.” —Kirkus Reviews “Airtight. Crucial plot
details lock into place in the denouement like the tumblers of a Diebold safe. The characters are clever, real, and enjoyable, but also organic, their emotions genuinely wrought;
there is no formula for brilliant writing like this.” —Robert Blake Whitehill, Bestselling Author of The Ben Blackshaw Series When a real estate mogul’s daughter-in-law dies,
Philadelphia Detective Joe Booth suspects the woman’s husband. But accusing a powerful man’s son of murder is a risky business, and Booth knows he needs more to convict than
the scant evidence he has. Then he ﬁnds the one person who might be able to uncover the truth: psychic-for-hire Ann Kinnear. It’s a last-ditch eﬀort to ﬁnd something – anything –
to nail down who did it. But soon, drawn ever deeper into the vision of a dead woman whose ghost cries out for justice, Ann ﬁnds herself – and her powers – ensnared in a web of
deceit, betrayal, and death among society’s elite. Oﬃcial interest is waning. The murderer’s tracks are growing cold. But the dead will not be silenced, and Ann will do whatever it
takes to solve the case of one woman’s lost life … even if it means endangering her own. A mix of supernatural thriller and psychic suspense culminating in a deadly showdown in a
remote Adirondack cabin, THE SENSE OF DEATH is the ﬁrst book in the popular Ann Kinnear Suspense Novels series. Click “Buy Now” to follow Ann as she pursues the truth that's
wrapped in the sense of death! KEYWORDS: supernatural suspense novel series amateur women sleuth senser psychic medium supernatural paranormal ghosts spirits sensing
suspense thriller murder crime Philadelphia Pennsylvania Delaware New Jersey

Lonely is the Night
A Shadow Force Novella (A Penguin Special from Signet Eclipse)
Penguin This novella is the conclusion to the Shadow Force series. A thrilling novella of betrayal and redemption from national bestselling author Stephanie Tyler. Recently retired
Delta Force Operator Reid Cormier utilizes his special skills by working black ops jobs all around the world with his former teammates and their wives. Reid’s career keeps him busy,
but he can’t get his last job—or the woman involved—out of his head. US Marshall Grier Vanderhall faked her own death without telling Reid of the plan ﬁrst, and he couldn’t forgive
her duplicity. But when Reid learns that Grier has been kidnapped by a dangerous ring of criminals, he drops everything and heads to New Orleans to rescue her. And while Reid
knows that his skills make him the best option to get Grier back, he’s not sure if this mission will give them another chance—or get them both killed. Includes a preview of the ﬁrst
Section Eight novel, Surrender.

The Wildﬁre Club
Midnight Secrets
Three things about Justin Roberts:1. He's a bully.2. Our relationship is toxic.3. He's the only one who knows my secret. A year ago, I woke in the morgue with a note in my hand
telling me that I'm a vampire. I need blood or I'll start killing people. Lucky for me, Justin has been sneaking into my bedroom and feeding me blood for a year, and the only price I
have to pay for it is putting up with his cruel snipes and my unwanted feelings for him. I just can't ﬁgure out why he keeps coming back.But all that changes when I'm oﬀered a fullride scholarship to Justin's mysterious school, the elite Blackburn Academy, where I might ﬁnally learn about vampires. About myself. All I have to do is pass the grueling entrance
trials, and the scholarship will be mine. Problem is, Justin doesn't want me anywhere near his elite school and rich friends. He's vowed to sabotage me.Justin may have been feeding
me blood for a year, but he doesn't know who he's up against. But, Blackburn Academy is more than it seems. I'll be facing more than what Justin Roberts alone can dish out.Will
competing in the trials be the new beginning I'm hoping for, or will it end my undead existence? This book was previously published under the title A Bite at the Cherry (Bite Me
Series) Blackburn Academy: Entrance Trials. The story is unchanged. Recommended for 16+.

Blood Orange
The gripping, bestselling Richard & Judy book club thriller
Hachette UK THE LIES YOU TOLD, the latest unmissable thriller from bestselling author Harriet Tyce is out now. 'Utterly compelling... I couldn't put it down' Lisa Jewell, No.1
bestselling author of The Family Upstairs 'A classy thriller with complex and compelling characters' Clare Mackintosh, bestselling author of I Let You Go 'Twists that keep you
frantically turning the pages' Sunday Mirror BOLD AND SHOCKING, BLOOD ORANGE WILL HOLD YOU IN ITS GRIP UNTIL ITS FINAL, HEARTSTOPPING CONCLUSION. Alison has it all. A
doting husband, adorable daughter, and a career on the rise - she's just been given her ﬁrst murder case to defend. But all is never as it seems... Just one more night. Then I'll end
it. Alison drinks too much. She's neglecting her family. And she's having an aﬀair with a colleague whose taste for pushing boundaries may be more than she can handle. I did it. I
killed him. I should be locked up. Alison's client doesn't deny that she stabbed her husband - she wants to plead guilty. And yet something about her story is deeply amiss. Saving
this woman may be the ﬁrst step to Alison saving herself. I'm watching you. I know what you're doing. But someone knows Alison's secrets. Someone who wants to make her pay for
what she's done, and who won't stop until she's lost everything.... 'Gripping' Daily Mail 'Sizzlingly addictive' Heat 'Delicious and addictive - a perfectly crafted treat!' Louise Candlish,
author of Our House 'Glittering and ﬁerce . . . a glorious bonﬁre of a marriage thriller' Irish Times
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My Lies, Your Lies
HarperCollins Don’t miss the gripping new book from the Sunday Times bestseller, Susan Lewis – available to buy now! ‘A compelling, timely mystery’ bestselling author, Lisa
Ballantyne ‘You'll be surprised and captivated right to the end!' Irish Times bestselling author, Carmel Harrington

The Stone Series
When forbidden desire becomes something deeper, the past is exposed, and the betrayal is more than expected.Krystina I'm ﬂawed and damaged. My capacity for love is limited,
and I'm the only one who can repair the pieces of my shattered heart.But that was before meeting Alexander Stone. Now, he is everywhere I turn-in my mind, in my heart, and in my
soul. I can't deny him. He's the glue holding my soul together. He's my addiction, and I'm unable to stay away. But committing to love Alexander is only the beginning. When he's
blackmailed about a secret he's kept since childhood, everything we fought to overcome is threatened. It rocks the fragile foundation on which our relationship is built-trust.
Alexander I have rules. Krystina breaks them. She's strong, determined, devastatingly beautiful-and stubborn as hell. Her quick wit and ﬁrecracker attitude is the complete opposite
of what I want in a woman. But I still want to claim her, tame her, and make her mine. I can't get her out of my mind.However, being with someone like her is a risk. I have too many
secrets. Surrendering the truth about my father's murder would be devastating-not only to the empire that I worked so hard to build, but to my very identity.Follow the journey of
Alexander Stone and Krystina Cole in The Stone Series, a heart-wrenching and seductively steamy three-book series.

The Midnight Lock
Penguin The "master of ticking-bomb suspense" (People) Jeﬀery Deaver delivers the latest thriller featuring his beloved protagonists Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs as they search
for a criminal whose fascination with breaking locks terrorizes New York City. A woman awakes in the morning to ﬁnd that someone has picked her apartment’s supposedly
impregnable door lock and rearranged personal items, even sitting beside her while she slept. The intrusion, the police learn, is a message to the entire city of carnage to come.
Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are brought in to investigate and soon learn that the sociopathic intruder, who calls himself "the Locksmith,” can break through any lock or security
system ever devised. With more victims on the horizon, Rhyme, Sachs and their stable of associates must follow the evidence to the man’s lair… and discover his true mission. Their
hunt is interrupted when an internal investigation in the police force uncovers what seems to be a crucial mistake in one of Rhyme's previous cases. He’s ﬁred as a consultant for
the NYPD and must risk jail if he investigates the Locksmith case in secret. The Midnight Lock is a roller-coaster read that takes place over just a few days’ time, features surprise
after surprise and oﬀers a fascinating look at the esoteric world of lockpicking.

Claimed in Shadows
A Midnight Breed Novel
In this pulse-pounding new Midnight Breed vampire romance novel from New York Times and #1 international bestselling author Lara Adrian, passion explodes between a
daywalking member of the Order and a ﬁery female warrior whose shadowy past will test the bonds of both duty and desire. As the son of a formidable Breed warrior, Aric Chase has
been devoted to the Order all his life. With his training completed, all he needs is one successful mission before he can join the ﬁght to destroy the Order's chief nemesis, Opus
Nostrum. His rare ability to daywalk lands Aric an assignment in Montreal, where he learns he's to be teamed with another new recruit, a beautiful, but tough-as-nails Breedmate
named Kaya Laurent. Independent and driven, Kaya wants nothing more than to become a full-ﬂedged member of the Order. Having grown up in squalor and neglect on the streets
of Montreal, she longs for the close-knit family she's found during her training to be a warrior. Eager to prove herself, she is thrilled to be given the chance at a key operation-even
if she must share the mission with an arrogant, far-too-seductive Breed male who's practically Order royalty. Their unwanted partnership soon erupts into a desire neither of them
can resist. But when Kaya's past reaches out from the shadows to call her back, she must decide between protecting a dark alliance that could shatter her dreams of joining the
team and a truth that could not only forfeit Aric's faith in her, but bring the enemy right to the Order's door.

University of Sorcery, Books 1-3
Gryfyn Publishing USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Megan Linski introduces a captivating three-book box set where fae ﬁnd their shifter mates and royals battle for the right to rule.
Emma is a sorceress— but she doesn’t know it. A rare breed of fae, Emma is whisked away to a regal realm where dragons breathe ﬁre, griﬃns ﬂy, alicorns battle and wolves hunt
monsters. In this land of pagan ritual and dark deception, a cult of shadow seeks her blood to raise a dark god, and the greatest danger of all could be her own mate. Ethan is a
disgraced wolf who desires to be king. He forged an unbreakable bond with Emma at ﬁrst sight, but loving her means putting the country at risk. A prince by day and a vigilante by
night, Ethan must keep his identity secret, or face execution. An evil power seeks the monarchy, and if the nation falls into the wrong hands, chaos will reign. To ﬁnd his way back to
the throne, Ethan must make Emma his queen… and prove they deserve the crown at all costs. *** University of Sorcery: Books 1-3 includes the ﬁrst three books in a faerie
supernatural love story of bad boy kings, superheroes, and rejected mates. This enchanting academy royalty romance features a diverse cast and disabled main characters. Over
1200+ pages of epic sword ﬁghts and incredible magic battles! "Action moves quickly and with excitement, and the romantic elements are teased out with tension eﬀectively... the
characters and plot are original and will keep readers invested." - The BookLife Prize by Publisher's Weekly "Oh wow, now this is a novel worth waiting for. I honestly haven't read
something like this in ages." - Jessica Mitchell, Reviewer ★★★★★ "Overall this was just what I wanted, and I have a terrible book hangover I am not sure how to recover from." Smada's Book Smack ★★★★★ "Once I picked up The Wolven Mark I didn’t want to lay it down for a minute. I just wanted to keep on reading." - Nancy Allen, The Avid Reader ★★★★★
This title is one omnibus in a set of Hidden Legend collections. The Hidden Legends Universe features college-aged protagonists attending magical academies, dual points-of-view,
disabled and diverse main characters, and steamy, empowering romances. Omnibus sets connected to this series include Academy of Magical Creatures, College of Witchcraft, and
Prison for Supernatural Oﬀenders.

Denied
Camel Press PI Kelly Pruett's search to locate a former classmate's missing father ends in what appears to be a tragic accident. Kelly will play a high risk game of chance with a killer
willing to gamble everything to win.

The Death of Truth
HarperCollins UK From a Pulitzer Prize-winning critic comes an impassioned critique of the West’s retreat from reason. ‘The Death of Truth is destined to become the deﬁning treatise
of our age’ David Grann ‘The ﬁrst great book of the Trump administration ... essential reading’ Rolling Stone

Last Chance
Ballantine Books Passion is their most dangerous move Never say die McKenna Sloan saved Lucas Kane’s life and then vanished. Lucas moved mountains trying to ﬁnd her again, and
ﬁnally McKenna relented—for one ﬂeeting night. The truth is, McKenna’s life is all about the dark, deception-ﬁlled world of Last Chance Rescue, and for her, there’s no hope of love
or Lucas. But fate, and Lucas’s determination, soon change everything. A kidnapped young woman, a lure to out a killer and the ﬁerce need to bring a criminal to justice combine for
one explosive event. For a woman who specializes in staying away from relationships and staying in the heart of danger, this is the most impossible mission of all. Because the odds
are deadly, and the passion won’t die.

When Passion Lies
A Shadow Keepers Novel
Bantam From J. Kenner, the New York Times bestselling author of Release Me and Claim Me, writing as J. K. Beck Tiberius is a vampire dedicated to protecting his kind—and the
secrets of the shadow world. Now, as his quest to become head of the Alliance draws within reach, a shattering new threat puts him to the ultimate test. It’s a nightmare of grim
proportions: a dark plot to bring about the mass extermination of human and shadow alike. And it forces Tiberius to turn to the woman he loved and lost, the lover he still desires
but doesn’t trust. Caris was Tiberius’s mate for centuries—until a fateful mission changed her forever. Her tortured secrets drove her into the arms of his rival, but desperation has
brought her back. As a horrifying new weapon of mass destruction is about to be unleashed, Tiberius and Caris harness the power of their immortal and passionate love. But will it
be enough to battle devastating odds and a ruthless enemy with the ambition to destroy them all? Don’t miss the short story “Shadow Keepers: Midnight” in the back of the book.
Bonus: This edition contains an excerpt from J. Kenner's Release Me.
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Variational Translation Theory
Springer Nature This book, adopting the perspective of cross-cultural communication, theoretically justiﬁes and addresses human variational translation practice for the ﬁrst time in
the area of translation studies, focusing on the adaptation techniques and variational translation methods, as well as general features and laws of the variational translation
process. It classiﬁes and summarizes seven main adaptation techniques and eleven translation methods applicable to all variational translation activities. These techniques and
methods, quite diﬀerent from those used in complete translation or full translation, are systematically studied together with examples, allowing readers to not only understand their
interrelations and diﬀerences within the context of variational translation methods, but also to master them in order to improve their translation eﬃcacy and eﬃciency. Readers will
gain a better understanding of how variational translation is produced, and of its important role in advancing cross-cultural communication and in reconstructing human knowledge
and culture. This book is intended for translation scholars, translation practitioners, students, and others whose work involves the theory and practice of translation and who want
to enhance their translation proﬁciency in cross-cultural communication for the Information Age.

Midnight Shadows
A Wildeﬁre Novel
Christy Reece

Lives of the Queens of England, from the Norman Conquest. By Agnes Strickland. ... A
New Edition, Carefully Revised and Augmented. In Six Volumes
The Midnight Lie
Square Fish Set in the world of the New York Times–bestselling Winner’s Trilogy, Marie Rutkoski's The Midnight Lie is an epic LGBTQ romantic fantasy about learning to free ourselves
from the lies others tell us—and the lies we tell ourselves. Where Nirrim lives, crime abounds, a harsh tribunal rules, and society’s pleasures are reserved for the High Kith. Life in
the Ward is grim and punishing. People of her low status are forbidden from sampling sweets or wearing colors. You either follow the rules, or pay a tithe and suﬀer the
consequences. Nirrim keeps her head down, and a dangerous secret close to her chest. But then she encounters Sid, a rakish traveler from far away, who whispers rumors that the
High Kith possess magic. Sid tempts Nirrim to seek that magic for herself. But to do that, Nirrim must surrender her old life. She must place her trust in this sly stranger who asks,
above all, not to be trusted.

There Was A Little Girl Boxed Set Books 1-3
Cynthia Luhrs Meet the woman willing to cross any line to serve justice to those who get away with murder. Now in a convenient eBook bundle, are all three books in the thoughtprovoking trilogy: There Was A Little Girl When She Was Bad When She Was Good Book 1: There Was A Little Girl No one is what they seem… Katherine Hope Jones just wanted to be
normal. Fit in like everyone else. Anything to keep the horror of her childhood carefully hidden away. But when she watches a murderer walk away scot free with nothing more than
a slap on the wrist, fury burns bright and Hope ﬁnds herself taking matters into her own hands. A choice that causes her tightly constructed world to come crashing down as past
and present collide. You never know who’s watching… As the lies pile up and Hope desperately tries to maintain two identities, taking incredible risks to punish the guilty, she’s
blind to the danger closing in around her. For a powerful and dangerous organization has taken notice of her activities. Everyone has a line they won't cross…until they do. Soon the
hunter will become the hunted. Book 2: When She Was Bad A far-reaching conspiracy... On the run from her past, Hope ﬁnds refuge in a small town where no one knows who she is
or what she's done. Or so she thinks. Unexplained Deaths.. Then people start getting sick from tainted lettuce and meat. Sickness spreads like wildﬁre and people start dying. But
why? And who is to blame? Hunted.. When Hope discovers what's really going on, she inadvertently jeopardizes her safety, drawing the attention of a secretive and powerful
consortium. People with money and power who will stop at nothing to silence the threat to their plans. The Organization underestimated her last time, they won't make the same
mistake twice. Book 3: When She Was Good Hope is back and the truths she ﬁnds out may break her into a thousand pieces.. Hope's life has been anything but easy. Hiding out in
another country, she believes she's ﬁnally escaped the Organization and has a chance at a normal life. Maybe this time she can ﬁnally start over, leave her violent past behind. But
unbeknownst to her, someone close to her has a connection to her past. And when he ﬁnds out what she's done, the people she's killed in the name of justice, he won't stop until
she pays. Now there's nowhere to hide and no one to help her. Or is there? Furious an amateur has escaped them not once but twice, the Organization sends one of their best to
ﬁnish her oﬀ once and for all. When they take the only person she cares about, Hope won't stop until every single one of them pays no matter the cost. There’s nowhere to hide,
she’s out of options, and in a shocking twist, Hope ﬁnds out information that rocks her world and everything she thought she knew.

Wildﬁre Loose
The Week Maine Burned
Down East Books In October 1947, Maine experienced the worst ﬁre disaster in its history. Wildﬁre Loose describes how the ﬁres started and spread so quickly through rural villages,
down Millionaire’s Row in Bar Harbor, and across southern Maine beach resorts. Originally published in 1979, it remains the deﬁnitive account of “The Week Maine Burned.”

Lives of the Queens of England, from the Norman Conquest
Lives of the Queens of England
From the Norman Conquest
Every Single Lie
Bloomsbury Publishing USA "Raw, real, and utterly gripping." - Jennifer Lynn Barnes, New York Times bestselling author of The Inheritance Games In this gripping YA thriller, a teenage
girl's shocking discovery reveals that everyone in her life is lying to her-and if she doesn't ﬁgure out the truth, she might be the one to pay the price. Nobody in sixteen-year-old
Beckett's life seems to be telling the whole story. Her boyfriend Jake keeps hiding texts, which could mean he's cheating on her. Her father lied about losing his job and so much
more before his shocking death. And everyone in school seems to be whispering about her and her family behind her back. But none of that compares to the day Beckett ﬁnds the
body of a newborn baby in a gym bag-Jake's gym bag-on the ﬂoor of her high school locker room. As word leaks out, rumors that Beckett's the mother take oﬀ like wildﬁre in a town
all too ready to believe the worst of her. Beckett soon ﬁnds herself facing increasingly dangerous threats and accusations. Nobody believes her side of the story, and as the police
investigation unfolds, she discovers that everyone has a secret to hide and the truth could alter everything she thought she knew. A page-turning thriller set in a small Southern
community, Every Single Lie is a jaw-dropping, twisty must-read for fans of Sadie.

Too Far Gone
A Grey Justice Novel
Too Far Gone A Grey Justice Novel Some obsessions can be deadly Gabriella Mendoza has lived her life in seclusion. Guarded by the most corrupt men in the world, she has no
chance for escape until an unexpected meeting with the mysterious Grey Justice Group changes everything. Gabriella is free for the ﬁrst time in her life, but is that freedom all a lie?
Vengeance is Jonah Slater's only purpose. Finding the man who killed his ﬁancee and making him pay is his only goal. Babysitting the pampered princess of a crime boss is not part
of his agenda. But the more he gets to know Gabriella, the more he realizes that protecting her might be the most worthwhile thing he's ever done. They thought they knew the
threats, believed they were contained. Jonah and Gabriella soon learn that evil has varying degrees and many faces. And very often, the deadliest is the one you never see coming.
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Lying in Wait
Ann Rule's Crime Files: Vol.17
Gallery Books Ann Rule presents a collection of fascinating and disturbing true-crime stories—drawn from her real-life personal ﬁles—in this seventeenth volume in the #1 New York
Times bestselling Crime Files series. In this gripping collection of investigative accounts from her private archives, “America’s best true-crime writer” (Kirkus Reviews) exposes the
most frightening aspect of the murderous mind: the waiting game. Trusted family members or strangers, these cold-blooded killers select their unsuspecting prey, wait for the
perfect moment to strike, then turn normality into homicidal mayhem in a matter of moments. Ann Rule will have you seeing the people and places around you with heightened
caution as you read these shattering cases, including: • New mothers murdered, their infants kidnapped, in an atrocious baby-selling scheme • The man who kept his criminal past
hidden from his wife—and his wife from his mistress—until he coldly disposed of one of them • The beautiful daughter of a State Department oﬃcial ran away from the privileged
world she knew and hitched a ride with a man she didn’t . . . with fatal consequences • For months, a vicious, rage-ﬁlled serial rapist eluded police and terrorized Seattle’s
women—when would he strike next, and how far would his violence escalate? • A criminal known for his Houdini-like escapes is serving time for murder in a botched robbery—now
the convict is being served dinner in a civilian’s home, where he has one more trick up his sleeve • A long-lost relative who came home to visit, leaving a bloody trail through
Washington and Oregon; no one realized how dangerous he and his ladylove were—until it was far too late. . . . With her ability to translate the most complex cases into storytelling
“as dramatic and chilling as a bedroom window shattering at night” (The New York Times), Rule expertly analyzes the thoughts and deeds of the sociopath, in this seventeenth
essential Crime Files volume.

Gray
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A dense black cloud boiled up in the southeastern sky. It rose high and fast, like a time-lapse movie of the birth of a thunderhead. But it
was no rain cloud. Wholly black, it reached up and up until it loomed over her, blocking out the sun. Somehow, she knew, it was Death coming for her.Pre-med student Coral is on
vacation in Idaho when something terrible happens. The black cloud is followed by a wildﬁre and searing heat that lasts for days. She survives deep in a cave but emerges days later
to ﬁnd the world transformed, with blackened trees, an ash-ﬁlled sky, and no living creatures stirring--except for her.So begins her desperate journey: to ﬁnd water, and food, and
other survivors...and the answer to the mystery of what happened.Gray I is the ﬁrst novel in a series.

Wildﬁre
A Hidden Legacy Novel
HarperCollins From Ilona Andrews, #1 New York Times bestselling author, the thrilling conclusion to her Hidden Legacy series, as Nevada and Rogan grapple with a power beyond
even their imagination… Nevada Baylor can’t decide which is more frustrating—harnessing her truthseeker abilities or dealing with Connor “Mad” Rogan and their evolving
relationship. Yes, the billionaire Prime is helping her navigate the complex magical world in which she’s become a crucial player—and sometimes a pawn—but she also has to deal
with his ex-ﬁancée, whose husband has disappeared, and whose damsel-in-distress act is wearing very, very thin. Rogan faces his own challenges, too, as Nevada’s magical rank has
made her a desirable match for other Primes. Controlling his immense powers is child’s play next to controlling his conﬂicting emotions. And now he and Nevada are confronted by a
new threat within her own family. Can they face this together? Or is their world about to go up in smoke?
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